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There were only seven aeronautical engineering majors in our Class: Charles “Pete” Conrad,
Fred de Sibert, Evan Gray, Cal Perrine, Alan Siegel, Dick Vannatta and Dick Warden.
Alas, four of them are no longer with us. Two of the three who remain, Gray and Vannatta,
were at our 65th. Gray recalls that Pete flew him and Matt Bender from Princeton to Albany
one evening to have dinner with Evan’s parents, then flew back the same night because he
needed night-time flying experience. Not all seven aero grads remained close to aviation, but
Pete sure did – in a big way! Ools Lindholm reminds us that Pete holds the all-time University
record for miles traveled. There is no close second! Pete utilized all methods: arms and feet,
bicycles, motorcycles (on one of which, alas, he was killed), cars, Navy jet planes, and a series
of outer space vehicles. Hundreds of thousands of travel miles were the result (almost 500,000
just to the moon and back)! Ools encourages greater University recognition of Pete’s
accomplishments, and I suggest classmates “Google” Pete’s memorial service at Arlington for
an impressive and moving tribute.

Among competitors for second place in miles traveled would be Bob and Laurie Leach, who
prior to Reunions were in Gstaad (tennis camp), Joshua Tree (rock climbing) Houston, Madeira,
and more, and since Reunions to Alaska, with whales, otters, glaciers. Thoughtfully and
generously, Bob doubled his Class dues contribution to recognize his roommate, the late Tom
Fitts. Leach is pictured here with other inveterate world travelers: Benoliel and Gates.
That mysterious chap named “Hudson” who appeared earlier in my PAW 65th reunion summary
was of course none other than Herb Hudnut, son of 1918, grandson of 1888, brother in law of
our Gardner Smith (dec.) and one of many Princeton Hudnuts.
Our class lost Carl Stanton Stevenson of Toronto on September 28

---Picture: Benoliel, Gates, Leach, who are named above.

